BIPOC MEMOIR

- Aftershocks: a memoir by Nadia Owusu
  BIOGRAPHY Owusu

- Air traffic: a memoir of ambition and manhood in America by Gregory Pardlo
  BIOGRAPHY Pardlo

- The autobiography of Martin Luther King, Jr. by edited by Clayborne Carson
  BIOGRAPHY King

- The awkward thoughts of W. Kamau Bell: tales of a 6’ 4”, African American, heterosexual, cisgender, left-leaning, asthmatic, Black and proud blerd, mama’s boy, dad, and stand-up comedian by W. Kamau Bell
  BIOGRAPHY Bell

- Becoming by Michelle Obama
  BIOGRAPHY Obama

- Between the world and me by Ta-Nehisi Coates
  Call # 305.8 C

- Black is the body: stories from my grandmother’s time, my mother’s time, and mine by Emily Bernard
  Call # 305.48 B

- Born a crime: stories from a South African childhood by Trevor Noah
  BIOGRAPHY Noah

- Heavy: an American memoir by Kiese Laymon
  BIOGRAPHY Laymon

- How we fight for our lives: a memoir by Saeed Jones
  BIOGRAPHY Jones

- Hunger: a memoir of (my) body by Roxane Gay
  BIOGRAPHY Gay

- I know why the caged bird sings by Maya Angelou
  BIOGRAPHY Angelou

- I’m still here: black dignity in a world made for whiteness by Austin Channing Brown
  CALL # 305.896 B

- The light of the world: a memoir by Elizabeth Alexander
  BIOGRAPHY Alexander
More than enough: claiming space for who you are (no matter what they say) by Elaine Welteroth
BIOGRAPHY Welteroth

Redefining realness: my path to womanhood, identity, love & so much more by Janet Mock
BIOGRAPHY Mock

The yellow house by Sarah M. Broom
BIOGRAPHY Broom

When they call you a terrorist: a Black Lives Matter memoir by Patrisse Khan-Cullors and Asha Bandele
CALL # 323.092 K